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Abstract—Computing today is increasingly moving into largescale virtualized data centres, offering computing resources in
the form of virtual machines (VMs) on a pay-per-usage basis. In
order to minimize costs, VMs should be consolidated on as few
physical machines (PMs) as possible, switching idle PMs into a
power saving mode. It may be necessary to dynamically allocate
and reallocate VMs to PMs in order to meet highly dynamic VM
resource requirements. The problem of assigning VMs to PMs is
known to be NP-Hard. Most solutions focus on a centralized
approach, with a single management node making allocation
decisions periodically. This approach suffers from poor scalability
and the existence of a single point of failure. We present a fully
distributed approach to dynamic VM management, and evaluate
our approach using a simulation tool. Results indicate that the
distributed approach can achieve similar performance to the
centralized solution, while eliminating the single point of failure
and reducing the network bandwidth required for management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Computing today is increasingly moving into large-scale
data centres, offering computing resources on a pay-per-usage
basis. An Infrastructure as a Service (Iaas) Cloud allows clients
to provision resources with low-level access, on demand. In
order for the IaaS cloud provider to minimize costs, it should
ensure that its data centre resources are being highly utilized.
This allows for both the hosting of additional client workloads,
as well as for unused resources to be switched into a power
saving mode to reduce costs. However, the provider must also
meet the resource requirements of hosted client applications.
Through the use of virtualization, multiple virtual machines
(VMs) can run on a single physical machine (host). Since
application resource requirements are highly dynamic, a static
allocation of resources can still lead to significant resource
underutilization. To address this, resources such as CPU can be
oversubscribed, promising more CPU to a set of VMs than it
actually possesses. This can drastically increase the utilization
of individual hosts, however, it can also lead to resource contention, and thus to VM performance degradation. A dynamic
approach to VM allocation is therefore required. This can be
achieved through the use of VM live migration, a process by
which a running VM may be migrated (moved) from one host
to another with minimal downtime. The problem of finding
optimal VM to host allocations is known to be NP-hard [1].
Most work describing dynamic management approaches for
large-scale systems makes use of first-fit heuristics [2] [3]
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[4] to periodically calculate new VM allocations in response
to dynamic resource requirements. Existing solutions focus
on a centralized architecture, requiring global knowledge of
the data centre state. However, given the large scale and
highly dynamic nature of the problem, a centralized solution
is unlikely to scale to meet realistic demands [5].
We propose a distributed adaptation of a centralized method,
using a first-fit heuristic algorithm [6] [3]. The goals of this
approach are to achieve similar performance compared to the
centralized approach in terms of SLA and power consumption,
while spreading management computation across all hosts, and
reducing bandwidth usage for management. We evaluate our
approach using the DCSim [7] simulation tool.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents an overview of related work. Section III introduces
Dynamic VM Management, and presents a centralized algorithm which we use as the starting point for our work. Section IV presents our Distributed Dynamic VM Management
algorithm. The algorithm is evaluated in Section V, and we
conclude and discuss future work in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The majority of work in the area focuses on a centralized
approach to dynamic VM management, especially work targeted specifically at a data centre providing an IaaS cloud [3]
[4] [8]. Several distributed approaches to dynamic resource
management in the cloud have been recently proposed. Yazir
et al. [9] propose distributing migration decisions to each host,
but require hosts to have global knowledge of the state of
all hosts, require a performance model of the application,
and do not consider SLA performance. Other methods do
not consider dynamic resource requirements [5], or still make
use of centralized algorithms which can lead to performance
problems [10].
Wuhib, Stadler and Spreitzer [11] propose a novel approach
to distributed load-balancing in the cloud using a gossip
protocol. The work was extended in [12] to consolidate
workload. The proposed solutions make use of a demand
profiler to estimate resource requirements of modules, as well
as control over load-balancing and the starting/stopping of
module instances. The target environment is a Platform as
a Service (PaaS) cloud, although the authors claim that the
approach could be adapted to manage an IaaS cloud. In
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contrast, our approach directly targets an IaaS environment,
and does not require a demand profiler or control over loadbalancing and module instances.
Our work differs from the current literature in that we
propose a distributed, decentralized approach to dynamic VM
management in an IaaS environment. Several works propose
distributed approaches to management in other cloud environments, which do not necessarily translate to IaaS. Other
work does not consider dynamic VM resource requirements,
minimizing SLA violations or minimizing power consumption.
Our approach considers all of these aspects to the problem.
III. DYNAMIC VM M ANAGEMENT
We define Dynamic Virtual Machine Management as the
dynamic allocation and re-allocation of VMs within a data
centre in response to highly variable workloads and VM
resource requirements. This is done by a combination of both
the intelligent initial placement and allocation of VMs within
the data centre, as well as the use of VM live migration to
adapt VM allocations to new conditions. The primary goals
are to consolidate the set of VMs onto as few physical hosts as
possible, while still providing the resources each VM requires
to perform up to client expectations. These goals can be
expressed as: 1) Minimize SLA violation; 2) Minimize power
consumption.
We define SLA Violation as the percentage of incoming
requests to hosted client applications that are not completed
due to VM resource under-provisioning. Since we are dealing
with CPU oversubscription, resource under-provisioning is
a result of CPU contention. We assume applications to be
running interactive, request-response workloads. When a VM
does not have enough resources to meet the current rate of
incoming requests to the application running within it, then
requests that cannot be processed immediately are dropped.
The SLA Violation Percentage, which we refer to simply as
SLA Violation, is then calculated as the percentage of incoming
requests dropped and therefore not completed.
It is also important to minimize the impact of management
on the operation of the data centre. Towards this objective,
we include secondary goals: 1) Minimize the number of
migrations; 2) Minimize management bandwidth usage.
The minimization of migrations is important to reduce bandwidth consumed by migrations and the performance impact of
migration on VMs. We use this set of goals to evaluate the
performance of dynamic VM management methods.
Throughout our dynamic VM management algorithms, we
quantify CPU resources as CPU units, where 1 CPU unit is
equivalent to 1MHz processor speed (e.g., a 2.5GHz processor
has 2500 CPU units). The term CPU Utilization refers to the
value CP UinU se /CP Utotal for a single host.
A. A Centralized Approach
We now present an existing centralized approach employing
a first-fit heuristic algorithm [6] [3], which we use as a
base for developing and evaluating the distributed solution.
There are a number of variations on first-fit algorithms, which
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provide varying results in terms of SLA, power, and number
of migrations [3]. We choose a well-balanced variation which
provides reasonable performance in both SLA violations and
power consumption [6]. Furthermore, it has been shown in
previous work that this approach outperforms static allocation
of VMs [3]. The method considers dynamic CPU utilization,
and uses static memory requirements as a constraint on VM
allocation. Each host periodically (every 5 minutes) sends its
state to the central manager, which performs the following
operations:
1) VM Relocation: The VM Relocation operation is responsible for relieving hosts that have become stressed (CPU
utilization exceeding an upper threshold) by migrating VMs
away to other hosts. Stressed hosts are considered sources
and are sorted in decreasing order by CPU utilization. The
remaining hosts are considered targets and are sorted by CPU
utilization and power efficiency. VMs on stressed hosts are
also sorted by CPU use. A first-fit heuristic is then used to
select a VM to be migrated from each stressed host, and a
target host to which to migrate. Once a VM and target have
been identified, a migration is triggered.
2) VM Consolidation: The VM Consolidation operation
consolidates VMs on as few hosts as possible by migrating VMs away from under-utilized hosts (and suspending
or powering them off) and into partially-utilized hosts. The
algorithm is similar to the VM Relocation algorithm, except
that under-utilized hosts are used as sources and non-stressed
hosts are used as potential targets. Sources, targets, and VMs
are again sorted, and migrations are determined using a first-fit
algorithm.
3) VM Placement: The VM Placement operation runs each
time a new VM creation request is received by the data
centre, and selects a host in which to instantiate the VM. The
algorithm works similarily to VM Relocation.
B. Periodic versus Reactive
The VM Relocation and Consolidation operations are typically triggered on a regular periodic interval. We refer to this
method of triggering VM Relocation and VM Consolidation
as Periodic VM Management. Varying the length of these
intervals can affect the performance of the algorithm. We trigger VM Relocation every 10 minutes, and VM Consolidation
every hour, based on previous work [6]. VM Relocation can
also be triggered in a reactive fashion rather than periodic.
We implement Reactive VM Management by checking a host
for stress every time host state messages are received, and by
triggering VM Relocation immediately upon stress detection.
IV. D ISTRIBUTED VM M ANAGEMENT
We now present a distributed adaptation of the centralized
dynamic VM management approach described in Section III.
The goal of developing a distributed approach is to eliminate
the requirement of a single, central manager, and to reduce
the network bandwidth required for VM management. Furthermore, VM management should be done continuously, rather
than on scheduled intervals, to spread migration overhead over
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time rather than trigger large bursts of migrations. Decision
making is moved into individual hosts, which communicate
with each other asynchronously with small messages. An
Autonomic Manager within each host performs monitoring,
checks for stress or under-utilization situations, and triggers
VM Relocation or VM Consolidation operations as required.
New VMs can be placed within the data centre by triggering
the VM Placement operation on any (powered on) host. Each
host is either in the active state, in which it is actively
hosting VMs, or it is in the inactive state, in which it is
in a power-saving mode such as suspended or off. Management operations are initiated with a lightweight broadcast
message, and each host makes a decision as to whether or not
it should participate in the action. The action is then completed
with only the set of participating hosts.
The distributed VM management system consists of the
following operations:
1) Monitoring: Hosts monitor their resource utilization on
a periodic interval, every 5 minutes, and performs a check
for stress or under-utilization by comparing average CPU
utilization over the last 5 monitoring intervals against threshold
values. A host is considered stressed when its CPU utilization
exceeds an upper threshold, and under-utilized when it falls
below a lower threshold. These situations trigger VM Relocation and VM Consolidation, respectively.
2) VM Relocation: When a host is stressed, it must relocate
one of its VMs to another host to relieve the situation. We
refer to this process as eviction. Each host performs VM
relocation itself, first by locating potential target hosts for
VM migration, and then by selecting a VM to migrate and
a specific target. A stressed host determines the minimum
amount of CPU required to be available on another host to
evict one of its VMs and relieve the stress situation, and
broadcasts a Resource Request message to all other hosts. We
conserve bandwidth by sending CPU requirements only, as it
is a good indication of overall load, and is highly contentious.
Each host determines if it can accommodate the minimum
request, and if so, responds with a Resource Offer. After a
specified time period, the evicting host selects a VM and a
target host using a first-fit heuristic algorithm, similar to the
algorithm in the centralized approach (Section III-A1), and
performs the migration. If no hosts respond to the Resource
Request, then the evicting host must boot an inactive
host (suspended or off), if available. Each host maintains
a list of inactive hosts, for this purpose. In the event
that more than one host triggers a VM Relocation operation
simultaneously, it may be the case that both perform their
operation with a subset of hosts. In a large data centre, the
effect of this is likely to be negligible. Furthermore, if a host
fails to evict a VM, and remains stressed, it will retry eviction
shortly afterwards.
In order to reduce thrashing between highly utilized hosts,
we implement an relocation freeze, preventing a host from
offering resources for a specified amount of time after the
same host evicts a VM. Similarly, if a host offers resources
and is chosen as the target, the relocation freeze prevents
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it from evicting a VM for a specified time period. This
mechanism helps to reduce unnecessary migrations, and tuning
the relocation freeze time parameter enables trading a lower
migration count for increased SLA violations.
3) VM Consolidation: When a host is under-utilized, it is
desirable to migrate its VMs to other hosts and shut it down.
However, there may be other hosts which are better candidates
for shutting down. For example, selecting the host with the
lowest utilization increases the probability that a host will
successfully shut down. We therefore introduce a Shutdown
Selection process to select the most appropriate host for shut
down.
When a host detects that it is under-utilized, it triggers
a Shutdown Selection operation and broadcasts its intent to
shutdown and current CPU utilization to all hosts. Any host
that has a lower CPU utilization or worse power efficiency
responds, indicating that it is a candidate for shutting down.
The original, triggering host selects the candidate host (which
includes itself) first by power efficiency, and then by CPU
utilization (favouring lower power efficiency and lower CPU
utilization). This host is selected as the winner, and all hosts
are notified of the outcome. The winner host then attempts to
find migration targets for all of its hosted VMs by sending
a Resource Request message and collecting Resource Offers,
as in the eviction process. It differs, however, in that it will
only perform migrations if it finds target hosts for every
hosted VM. Otherwise, the shutdown is cancelled, as migrating
hosts without shutting down will only serve to increase the
likelihood of target hosts becoming stressed without gaining
any reduction in power consumption. If VMs are successfully
migrated, the host powers off.
In order to control the frequency of host shut downs, we
add a shutdown freeze time during which no host can attempt
shut down after a Consolidation operation has taken place,
similar to the relocation freeze. Controlling the shutdown
freeze time has the effect of trading power consumption for
SLA performance.
4) VM Placement: The VM Placement operation is triggered whenever a new VM arrives at the data centre and
must be placed on a host. It is performed in the same
manner as VM Relocation, except that the result is a new VM
instantiation rather than a migration. Any host can perform
the VM Placement operation; no central placement controller
is required.
One of our goals in developing a distributed dynamic VM
management system was to reduce the amount of bandwidth
used for VM management. The centralized system transmits
host state data from each host on a regular interval, regardless
of whether or not that data is required at the time. Each message contains the resource utilization of each hosted VM (vector (cpu, memory, bandwidth, storage)). We assume each
individual resource value to be 4 bytes in size, combining for a
total of 16 bytes. The distributed system attempts to send data
only when required. Many messages contain no payload data,
while others contain only a single value, such as the Resource
Request and Shutdown Selection messages. Messages that
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contain full resource data contain only a single resource vector.
In the case of broadcast messages, we total each time the
message is received, rather than simply considering it as
equivalent to a single message.

Dist. Pwr
Dist. SLA
Periodic
Reactive

Power
5072kWh
5352kWh
5056kWh
5121kWh

SLA V.
0.113%
0.043%
0.109%
0.059%

SLA Dur.
25.87 days
11.36 days
26.58 days
15.42 days

Man BW
10.8GB
11.0GB
38.0GB
38.1GB

TABLE I
D ISTRIBUTED VS C ENTRALIZED R ESULTS

V. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we will evaluate our distributed approach
through conducting a set of experiments using an open source
simulation tool, DCSim [7] [13]. We compare the distributed
approach with two forms of centralized management, namely,
periodic and reactive. We report the following metrics:
Number of Migrations: The number of migrations triggered
during the simulation.
Power Consumption: Power consumption is calculated for
each host, and the total kilowatt-hours consumed during the
simulation are reported.
SLA Violation (SLA V): SLA Violation percentage as defined in Section III. We also include a migration overhead
penalty of 10%, applied to VMs during migration [14].
SLA Violation Duration (SLA Duration): The total amount
of time that all VMs spent in a state of SLA violation.
Management Bandwidth Usage: The total amount of bandwidth used for VM management messages. Message sizes are
calculated as defined in Section IV.
A. Setup
Our simulated data centre consists of 200 host machines,
of two types: 4 cores/8 GB RAM, and 8 core/16GB RAM.
We define three different VM sizes: 1 vcore (virtual core)
with 1500 CPU shares/512MB memory; 1 vcore with 2500
CPU shares/512MB memory; and 2 vcores with 2500 CPU
shares each/1GB memory. Hosts are modelled to use a workconserving CPU scheduler, as available in major virtualization
technologies. VMs are assigned CPU shares in a fair-share
manner, and memory is statically allocated. We model a set
of interactive applications running within the data centre, with
each VM running a single application. VMs arrive and depart
the system throughout the experiment, and exhibit dynamic
resource requirements driven by real workload traces (the
ClarkNet, EPA, and SDSC traces [15], and two job types
from the Google Cluster Data trace [16]). We compute a
normalized rate of requests from the traces, with the CPU
resource requirements of VMs calculated as a linear function
of the current rate. VMs arrive at a changing rate, and
terminate after about 1 day. The total number of VMs in the
system varies daily, using randomly chosen values uniformly
distributed between 600 and 1600. All results are averaged
over 10 experiments.
B. Evaluation
We now compare the performance of distributed VM management with that of the centralized approach. The operation
and performance of the distributed VM management system
can be fine-tuned through the manipulation of the relocation
freeze and shutdown freeze durations discussed in Section
IV. We evaluated six combinations of tuning parameters,
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Migs
11524
9091
10261
12508

and have chosen two configurations for comparison. The
complete results of the tuning parameter evaluation have been
omitted due to space constraints. We compare the centralized
algorithms against a distributed configuration with very good
SLA performance (Dist. SLA) and one with very good power
performance (Dist. Pwr). We compare against the Periodic
and Reactive versions of the centralized system, as defined
in Section III-B. Table I presents the average results over 10
simulations.
The Reactive centralized management system provides improved SLA performance when compared to Periodic, at the
expense of power and migrations. This is due to the fact that it
responds immediately to stress situations, triggering VM Relocation as soon as one is detected. Distributed Power achieves
similar power consumption and SLA violation performance
to Periodic, at the cost of a slight increase in migrations.
It is expected that there should be a trade-off involved in
using a distributed version, as it uses only partial knowledge
to perform management operations. Distributed SLA, on the
other hand, achieves reduced SLA violations when compared
to all other systems, as well as a greatly reduced number of
migrations. It does so at the expense of an increase in power
consumption though. Both distributed versions offer about a
71% reduction in management bandwidth usage, falling in line
with our goals for distributed VM management.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We present a distributed VM management system, adapted
from an existing centralized system. The goals of the approach
were to replicate the SLA and power performance of the
centralized system, while eliminating the central manager and
reducing the bandwidth consumed by management. Through
evaluation with a simulation tool, we have shown that the
distributed approach can in fact achieve these goals, although
there is always a trade-off to be made between number
of migrations, SLA violation and power. Furthermore, the
distributed system can be tuned to favour SLA or power, to suit
the requirements of the data centre operator. In all cases, the
distributed system provided a reduction in management bandwidth usage. To our knowledge, this is one of the first works
to present an entirely distributed solution to this problem.
There are a number of possible directions for future work.
Most importantly, broadcast messaging could be replaced
by a different communication method or overlay network
to attempt to further reduce management bandwidth usage.
Hosts could be split into smaller multicast groups, with a new
mechanism introduced to communicate between them only
when necessary. Furthermore, consideration of the topology
of the data centre may drive the design of algorithms as well
as impose constraints on VM placement.
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